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Abstract. This paper proposes a swarm-inspired data centre self-organizing and consolidation technique which aims at reducing
the power demand in data centres while ensuring the workload execution within the established performance parameters. Each data
centre server is managed by an intelligent agent that implements a bird’s migration-inspired behaviour to decide on the appropriate
server consolidation actions. The selected actions are executed to achieve an optimal utilization of server computing resources thus
lowering power demand. The data centre servers self-organize in logical clusters according to the birds V-formation self-organizing
migration model. The results are promising showing that by using the proposed swarm-inspired solution, the data centre Deployed
Hardware Utilization Ratio Green Indicator increases compared to the widely used Fit First consolidation algorithm. The average
power saving of the proposed technique is around 40% of the power demanded by the data centre computing resources and about 16%
of its total power demand including the IT facility, when comparing to OpenNebula Fit First consolidation technique. This paper
is an extended version of the one published in WIMS’12 proceedings showing more details about the swarm-inspired consolidation
technique and the defined algorithms.
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1. Introduction. Green computing is receiving more and more interest from both data centre owners and
research groups. Green IT is defined as designing, manufacturing, and using computer systems in an energy
efficient manner with low or no environment impact [1]. Initiatives such as Climate Savers Computing Initiative
[28] or the Green Grid [38] aim at developing methods and techniques for reducing the energy consumption in
computing environments. Studies have shown that exponential growth trends of the data centres are no longer
sustainable without the careful consideration of their energy efficiency [29] [31]. An important rising concern
is the environmental impact in terms of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions caused by high energy consumption.
From this point of view, CO2 emissions of the worldwide data centres are equivalent to about half of the total
airlines’ CO2 emissions and are expected to grow from 76 M T CO2 e to 259 M T CO2 e by 2020 [32]. Studies show
that the cost of the energy required by a data centre server along its lifetime will probably exceed its hardware
costs [18]. Data centre electricity consumption accounts for almost the 2% of the world production and their
overall carbon emissions are greater than both Argentina and Netherlands [25]. Moreover, infrastructure systems
such as cooling systems or power delivery systems supporting the IT equipment itself, consume 60% of a data
centre’s energy usage. All these problems led to considering energy or power efficiency as first-order objective
in the design of modern computing infrastructures including data centres and clouds.
In this context, many researches from both management and technical background, are working to reduce
the energy consumption of IT data centres. In general, data centre administrators are always focusing on the
performance aspect when configuring the data centre servers or clusters and ignore the energy consumption.
The sub-optimal utilization of computing resources is one of the main factors reported in the literature that
contributes to the data centre high energy consumption [25]. To solve this problem, state of the art solutions use
techniques based on virtualization and server consolidation for minimizing the number of underutilized servers
in data centres [2].
The problem of organizing and using the data centre IT hardware resources in an energy/power efficient
manner can be approached as an optimization problem. Nature can serve as an inspiration for solving different
domain problems. Biological systems feature organized, complex and intelligent behaviour. Applying biology
concepts in the field of computer science is a new evolving research direction. The main idea is to model and
develop computer systems by mapping biological principles and concepts to the actual problem that needs to be
solved by computer science. By inspiring from insects, birds or animals behaviour, efficient and self-managing
distributed systems can be designed and modelled. Thus, the problem of organizing and using the data centre
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IT hardware resources in an energy efficient manner can be approached as an optimization problem and can
be solved by applying bio-inspired concepts and heuristics. Birds and insects are both employing swarm level
self-organizing behavioural strategies, which help them to live and survive by efficiently using and conserving
energy. For example, penguins self-organize in swarms in case of cold temperatures and high winds by huddling
themselves in concentric circular formations [22]. In these formations, the penguins which are not on the exterior
side are kept warm, leading to energy conservation. The exterior penguins are the ones that face the harshest
conditions and ensure the comfort of the other members of the colony, but they are continuously replaced by
other penguins coming from the interior part of the formation. The swarm of birds’ flying in V-formations during
their migration is another self-organizing behavioural strategy for conserving energy [23]. In such formations,
the leading birds (situated in the head of the V) together with the ones situated in the tips of the V-formation
wings, consume a lot of energy while the other birds consume less energy [24]. In this context, by inspiring from
the swarms’ self-organizing behavioural strategies which have ensured the survivability of different biological
species over time, energy efficient self-organizing strategies for data centres servers can be developed.
This paper proposes a server consolidation technique for reducing power consumption in data centres inspired from the birds self-organizing behaviour during migration. Each data centre server has an attached
intelligent agent which implements behaviour similar with the behaviour of a bird in the V-formation. The
V-formation leading birds are modelled by a cluster of active data centre servers that can accommodate the
incoming workload. The birds from the start of the V-formation wings are represented by a cluster of data
centre fully loaded active servers that are candidates for powering down after finishing the execution of their
deployed workload. The birds in the middle of the V-formation wing are modelled by a cluster of servers containing powered down servers, while the following birds in the V-formation wing are represented by a cluster
of idle servers that are candidates for passing to active states and for accommodating the incoming workload.
The servers attached intelligent agents communicate and collaborate to decide on the following types of actions:
resource consolidation actions (workload deployment and migration), dynamic power management actions (turn
on/off server) and server placement in the appropriate V-formation cluster. This paper is an extended version
of the paper [30] and shows more details about the swarm-inspired consolidation technique and the defined
algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work, Section 3 introduces the
swarm-inspired consolidation technique, Section 4 describes a case study and relevant evaluation results while
Section 5 concludes the paper and shows future work.
2. Related Work. Organizing and using the data centre IT hardware resources in an energy/power efficient manner by applying virtualization and server consolidation techniques is a NP computational optimization
problem which can only be solved by using a holistic approach.
The current approaches to resource consolidation take advantage of virtualization by proposing models
to migrate the virtual machines in data centres from one server/cluster to another [20]. By virtual machine
migration, the workload can be consolidated on a smaller number of physical machines allowing for servers,
or even for entire operation nodes, to be completely shut down [27]. Authors reveal that when consolidation
is used, an optimal solution for energy/performance trade-off can be defined. Efficient consolidation models
based on the bin packing technique were proposed in [10]. Two well-known heuristics for the bin packing
based consolidation, the best-fit decreasing (BFD) and the first-fit decreasing (FFD), were used [19]. To enable
energy efficient consolidation, the inter-relationships between energy consumption, resource utilization, and
performance of consolidated workloads must be considered [9].
In [15] self-configuring and self-optimizing agents handle user requests to dynamically allocate resources for
cloud applications. Support Vector Machines and Model-Predictive Control are employed to predict and plan
future virtual machines configurations while guaranteeing SLAs. The agents share a common knowledge base
where adaptation rules are stored. A thermal aware workload scheduling and consolidation solution aiming to
reduce the power consumption and temperatures in data centres was proposed in [12]. The simulation results
show that the algorithm can significantly reduce the energy consumption with some degree of performance loss.
In [25] a novel technique for controlling the data centres servers CPU allocation and consolidation based on first
order Kalman filter is presented. In [14] the server consolidation problem is approached for small data centres
as a constraint satisfaction problem. The authors also propose a heuristic for dealing with server consolidation
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in large data centres.
Learning techniques are also used to trade-off between computing resources power consumption and performance during the allocation process [16]. In [17] the problem of dynamic server consolidation in virtualized
data centres is approached by proposing the development of an energy aware run-time consolidation algorithm
based on reinforcement learning. In [11] a consolidation methodology that uses machine learning to deal with
uncertain information is proposed. Previous server behaviour data is used to predict and estimate the current
power consumption and also to improve the scheduling and consolidation decisions.
Few state of the art approaches study and use biologically-inspired techniques for optimizing the energy/power consumption in IT systems and data centres. Since biological systems naturally tend to conserve
their energy, many simple principles found in the biological systems might be used in IT power management [4].
The adoption of biological principles (e.g. decentralization, natural selection, symbiosis) in the process of designing and building services on top of server farms is proposed in [6]. A service is designed as a biological
entity, equivalent to an individual bee in a bee colony that competes or collaborates for computing resources.
Using natural selection principles, the services that waste energy are banned for execution. An immune-inspired
method for designing applications capable of adapting to network dynamic changes is proposed in [8]. The environmental conditions are modelled as antigens, while the agents (used to design applications) are modelled as
biological entities having an immune system.
In [5] the management of energy consumption in wireless sensors networks is approached using a
biologically-inspired agent based solution. The agent behaviour focuses on biologically-inspired actions (e.g.
pheromone emission or migration), each of them having an associated energetic cost. Through these actions,
the life time and the state of each agent evolve autonomously and there is no need of a centralized control
unit. Inspired by the behaviour of insects in search for a proper migration place, the authors of [7] propose a
method for optimizing the energy consumption in data centres. The migrating insect is modelled by a running
virtual machine, a colony of insects is modelled as a set of virtual machines running on the same server, and the
candidate migration places are modelled by servers. Authors use a scout-worker migration model in which a set
of agents (scouts) investigate each server to identify the appropriate one where a virtual machine can migrate.
In [3], authors formulate the problem of server consolidation as an optimization problem which aims to maximize
the number of servers hosting zero virtual machines, while ensuring that all available virtual machines are run.
To solve this optimization problem in a decentralized and self-organizing way, authors propose a gossip-based
algorithm in which each server interacts with its neighbours by means of messages containing the number of
virtual machines running on it. The server that has space for extra virtual machines accepts to host them.
3. The Swarm-inspired Consolidation Technique. This section introduces the server consolidation
technique inspired from bird’s behaviour during migration. The goal of the technique is to reduce the data
centre power consumption while ensuring the workload execution within the pre-established parameters.
3.1. Biology Inspiration. During migration, the birds organize in a V-formation which consists of a
leading bird followed by two lines of birds (the V-formation wings), flying closely behind each other (see Figure
3.1).
In this formation, the birds constantly shift positions and the leading birds periodically leave their position
and re-join the line further back. Such a V-shape organization reduces the drag force that each bird experiences
compared to flying alone. Also, this orientation allows the birds to communicate more easily to keep the flock
together, thus minimizing the possibility of losing birds during migration over long distances. The theory
behind swarm of birds V-formation energy conservation was proved by researchers through monitoring flying
birds’ heartbeats. Also, it has been proven that a swarm of birds in V-formation can fly up to 70% further
distance than one bird, with the same effort [21].
The leading bird works the hardest due to its flying into undisturbed air. The flying of this bird optimizes
the aerodynamics of the two birds following it. The two birds behind the leading bird help also reducing the
drag that is experienced by the leading bird. The V-formation eases the flight of all birds through energy
conservation with the cost of the bird in the lead position which works the hardest. When this bird is tired, it
will leave the lead position and move into one of the lines of the V-formation from its back. As a consequence,
a bird from the back of the V-formation will take the leading position, thus keeping the formation together.
This self-organizing behaviour allows all birds to be leaders as well as to be in the back of the formation to save
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Fig. 3.1. Birds V-formation organization during migration

energy. The V-formation model is used as inspiration for the current approach to logically organize servers in
data centres.
3.2. Concepts Definition. For developing the swarm-inspired consolidation technique, the data centre
consolidation problem must be formalized.
The data centre workload is formally represented as a set of virtualized tasks (VTs) annotated with Resource
Allocation (RA) requirements. Virtualization provides a uniform and dependency-free management of server
workload tasks, while enabling facilities like virtualized task migration.
The virtual task is formally defined using its RA requirements for the server’s processor (CPU), memory
(MEM) and hard disk (HDD) computational resources as follows:
V T = [CP Ureq , M EMreq , HDDreq ]

(3.1)

The data centre is defined and modelled as a bi-dimensional array, Cij , storing the data centre available
servers and the allocation of computational resources. If the virtualized task V Ti is placed on the server Sj ,
then Cij = 1, otherwise Cij = 0.
In this context, the server consolidation problem is reduced to finding the optimal Cij configuration in which
the computational resources of the data centre’ servers are efficiently used. Formula 3.2 shows an example of a
bi-dimensional array C43 modelling a small data centre with three servers (S1 , S2 , S3 ) that accommodate four
virtual tasks (V T1 , V T2 , V T3 , V T4 ). According to the Cij array definition, the tasks are deployed as follows:
V T1 and V T4 are placed on server S1 , V T2 is placed on server S2 and V T3 is placed on server S3 .


1 0 0
0 1 0

C43 = 
(3.2)
0 0 1
1 0 0
A data centre server is defined by its state and the load level of its resources:
Si = {[CP US , M EMS , HDDS ], stateS }

(3.3)

where CP US , M EMS and HDDS are the current load of server’s resources, and state is defined as follows:
stateS = {ACT IV E, IDLE, OF F }

(3.4)

In the ACTIVE state the server is turned on and runs virtualized tasks. In IDLE state the server is turned
on without running any virtualized task while in OFF state the server is completely shut down.
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For a server, two energy efficient, optimal resource allocation levels are defined: low optimal resource
allocation level and high optimal resource allocation level.
The low optimal allocation level, Soptimal−low , is defined as the server resources load value for which the
server does not execute workload:
Soptimal−low = [0%, 0%, 0%]

(3.5)

Soptimal−low is used to determine when the server does not execute any workload and can be turned off.
The high optimal allocation level, Soptimal−high , is defined as the server resources load value for which the
server is most efficiently used.
Soptimal−high = [CP Uoptload , M EMoptload , HDDoptload ]

(3.6)

Soptimal−high can be determined by measurements or by using the vendors’ specification and is usually
around 80% of the maximum server resource utilization capacity.
The server computational resource under-utilization threshold, Tunder , is defined as a percentage of the
server optimal configuration computational resources values, Soptimal−high (for example [5%, 5%, 5%]).
For the proposed technique, the IT facility aspects of the data centre are not considered, the focus of the
self-organizing and consolidation algorithm being on the IT computing resources.
3.3. V-formation Self-Organization Model of a Data Centre. Starting from the V-formation selforganization model of migrating birds for saving energy, a data centre servers’ logical self-organization model
to accommodate and execute the incoming workload in an energy efficient manner can be defined. For defining
the data centre swarm-inspired self-organizing model, data centre related concepts and resources are mapped
onto the birds V-formation concepts as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1
V-formation - data centre concepts mapping

Birds V-formation organization model

V-formation self-organization model of
Data Centres

Leading bird
Birds immediately following leading bird
Birds in the middle of the V-formation
Birds at the end of the V-formation

Cluster
Cluster
Cluster
Cluster

of
of
of
of

active servers
fully loaded active servers
turned off servers
idle servers

The V-formation organization allows for mapping the specific clusters of servers on each V-formation area
and to self-organize server clusters inspired from the birds’ behaviour and movements in the V-formation.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the swarm-inspired logical self-organization model of the data centre servers. In the
model, each data centre server has an attached intelligent agent which implements behaviour similar with the
behaviour of a bird in the V-formation defined by the swarm-inspired consolidation algorithm from Section 3.4.
The arrows in the figure represent the servers’ possible movement between clusters. Using the V-formation
self-organization model, the data centre servers are logically grouped as follows:
• V-formation leading bird is modelled as a cluster of servers that are in active state. The servers execute
workload consisting of virtualized tasks but their high optimal allocation level, Soptimal−high is not yet
reached, thus new incoming workload may be accommodated.
• Birds that are immediately following the leading bird in the V-formation wings are represented by
a cluster of fully loaded active servers. These servers have reached the Soptimal−high high optimal
allocation level and other virtual tasks could not be deployed on them. After finishing the execution of
the already deployed workload, these servers are candidates for powering down.
• Birds in the middle of the V-formation are represented by a cluster of powered down servers which have
reached the low optimal allocation level Soptimal−low after executing their workload.
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Fig. 3.2. Data centre self-organization model inspired from birds V-formation organization during migration

• Birds at the end of the V-formation are represented by a cluster of idle servers reaching low optimal
allocation level, Soptimal−low . These servers are candidates for transitioning to active states and for
accommodating new incoming workload when the servers from the leading clusters cannot satisfy the
requirements of the incoming workload.
We formally define the V-formation leading cluster as:
Vleading−cluster = {Si |Si .state = T U RN ED ON ∧ ∃ j such that Cij = 1}

(3.7)

A V-formation wing is modelled by a set of three data centre clusters. The first wing cluster contains
fully loaded active servers that are candidates for powering down after finishing the execution of their deployed
workload:
Vwing−f irst−cluster = {Si |Si .state = T U RN ED ON ∧ ∃ j such that
Cij = 1 ∧ Si ∼
= Soptimal−high }
(3.8)
The second wing cluster contains turned off servers organized as a queue and is defined as follows:
Vwing−second−cluster = {Si |Si .state = T U RN ED OF F ∧ Cij = 0 ∀ j}

(3.9)
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The third wing cluster contains idle servers that are candidates for passing to active states. The reason
behind constructing and using the V-formation wing third cluster is to make servers available on short notice
to the V-formation leading cluster for accommodating new workload. This way the server wake up time delays
and performance penalties are avoided. The third wing cluster is formally defined as:
Vwing−third−cluster = {Si |Si .state = T U RN ED ON ∧ Cij = 0 ∀ j}

(3.10)

3.4. The Self-Organizing and Consolidation Algorithm. The logical movement of servers between
the clusters defined by the data centre V-formation model of organization follows the birds’ movements in
the swarm during migration. Server’s logical movement decision is taken by each server attached agent that
implements the Self-Organizing and Consolidation Algorithm (see Algorithm 3.4). Each server attached agent
features ticker behaviour. The agents monitor their attached server, communicate and collaborate among them
to decide on the following types of actions: server placement in the appropriate V-formation cluster, resource
consolidation actions (workload deployment and migration) and dynamic power management actions (turn
on/off server). The algorithm takes as inputs the current monitored server state (its workload levels), a queue
containing the incoming workload virtualized tasks, the values of the two power efficient server optimal resource
allocation levels, Soptimal−low and Soptimal−high , the server computational resource under-utilization threshold
and the V-formation clusters, Tunder . The algorithm is implemented as the server’s agent behaviour.
[!h] Self-Organizing and Consolidation Algorithm Input: S - the server managed by the agent; V Tqueue =
{V T1 , .., V Tn } - the virtualized tasks queue; Soptimal−low ; Soptimal−high ; Tunder ;
Vleading−cluster ; Vwing−f irst−cluster ; Vwing−second−cluster ; Vwing−third−cluster
Output: Self-organizing and consolidation actions
begin
foreach T ICK do
if (S ∈ Vleading−cluster ) then
Task Migration(S, Vleading−cluster , Tunder , Soptimal−high )
NotifyAgents(Vleading−cluster , M igration)
if (Distance(S, Soptimal−high ) < Tunder ) then
Move(S, Vwing−f irst−cluster )
end if
if (Distance(S, Soptimal−low ) < Tunder ) then
Move(Turn Off Server(S), Vwing−second−cluster )
end if
if (V T queue 6= ∅) then
V T = Dequeue(V T queue)
if (Task Deployment(S, Soptimal−high , Tunder , V T ))then
NotifyAgents(Vleading−cluster , Deployment)
if (Distance(S, Soptimal−high ) < Tunder ) then
Move(S, Vwing−f irst−cluster )
NotifyAgents(Vwing−third−cluster , IdleT oActive)
end if
end if
end if
end if
if (S ∈ Vwing−f irst−cluster ) then
if(Distance(S, Soptimal−low ) < Tunder ) then
Move(Turn Off Server(S), Vwing−second−cluster )
end if
end if
if (S ∈ Vwing−second−cluster ) then
if (ReceivedNotification(T urnOF F T oIdle)) then
Move(Turn ON Server(S), Vwing−third−cluster )
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end if
end if
if (S ∈ Vwing−third−cluster ) then
if (ReceivedNotification(IdleT oActive)) then
Move(S, Vleading−cluster )
NotifyAgents(Vwing−second−cluster , T urnOF F T oIdle)
end if
end if
end foreach
end
On every tick, if the server is part of the Vleading−cluster cluster, its attached agent will try to consolidate the
server workload by using task migration (lines 5-7). If after task migration a Vleading−cluster of servers becomes
fully loaded, its attached agent will decide to move it to the Vwing−f irst−cluster (lines 8-10). Otherwise, if a
server becomes empty, its attached agent decides to turn it off and moves it to the Vwing−second−cluster (lines
11-13).
As long as there is an incoming workload, the attached agents of the Vleading−cluster will try to properly
deploy the virtualized tasks on the cluster of servers. If a server from Vleading−cluster can accommodate the
current virtual task, then the task is deployed and the attached agent signals the task deployment to the
attached agents of Vleading−cluster (see lines 14-17). After deployment, the server load level is tested and if it is
fully loaded then it is shifted to the Vwing−f irst−cluster cluster and a notification that a server must be moved
from idle state to active state is sent to the agents attached to Vwing−third−cluster servers (see lines 18-21).
Following this notification, an agent attached to a server part of the Vwing−third−cluster wakes up a server form
idle state (the server is randomly chosen) and moves it to the Vleading−cluster to accommodate the incoming
workload (lines 35-40). At the same time, a notification is sent to the Vwing−second−cluster to signal that a
turned-off server must be powered-on and put in idle state (line 38) to replace the server that was moved in the
Vleading−cluster .
If the server is part of the Vwing−f irst−cluster , its attached agent periodically evaluates if the server deployed
workload has finished its execution (see line 26). If this is the case, the server is turned off and moved to the
Vwing−second−cluster containing turned off servers (see line 27). For the Vwing−second−cluster , if a server attached
agent receives a turn off to idle notification (see line 31) the server is turned on and moved to Vwing−third−cluster
(line 32).
To identify the appropriate servers from the V-formation leading cluster on which a task can be deployed the
following steps are taken: (i) a representation of the servers after virtualized tasks deployment is constructed (see
Algorithm 3.4, line 5) and (ii) the degree of similarity between the configuration of the servers after deployment
and the optimal one is calculated (see Algorithm 3.4, line 6).
[!h] Task Deployment Algorithm Input: S; Soptimal−high ; Tunder ; V Tj = [CP Ureqj , M EMreqj , HDDreqj ]
Output: Boolean value signalling V Tj correct deployment
begin
bool = f alse
Snew = Server Load After Deploy(S, V Tj )
d = Distance(Snew , Soptimal−high )
if (d < Tunder ) then
bool = Deploy(V Tj , S)
end if
return bool
end
To calculate the degree of similarity of server configurations the following formula is used:
d(Si , Sj ) = [|CP USi − CP USj |, |M EMSi − M EMSj |, |HDDSi − HDDSj |]

(3.11)

The server, for which the distance is the smallest (all three term inequalities should be satisfied), is selected
to accommodate the task (see Algorithm 3.4 lines 7-9).
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For migrating virtualized tasks, the data centre servers are analysed to identify the servers that can accommodate virtual tasks from the server subject of migration. Firstly the algorithm tests if the server computing
resources are inefficiently utilized (see Algorithm 3.4, line 5). This situation appears mainly because the workload virtualized tasks have different execution times and consequently, some of them will last longer than others.
If the distance between the server computational resources utilization values and the optimal configuration values (Soptimal−high ) drops below a specific value (for example 35%) then the virtualized tasks deployed on the
server are iterated for migration (see Algorithm 3.4, lines 6-12).
[!h] Task Migration Algorithm Input: S; Vleading−cluster ; Tunder ; Soptimal−high ;
Output: Virtual tasks are migrated
begin
bool = f alse
if (Distance(S, Soptimal−high ) < [35%, 35%, 35%]) then
foreach V Tj deployed on S do
foreach Si 6= S ∈ Vleading−cluster do
if (!bool) then
bool = Task Deployment(Si , Soptimal−high , Tunder , V Tj )
end if
end foreach
end foreach
end if
end
4. Case Study and Results. This section presents and discusses the results obtained by using the
proposed swarm-inspired self-organizing and consolidation technique.
4.1. Test Case Description. Due to costs, management and security constraints, it is very difficult
to deploy and test the proposed solution in a large, real data centre. Therefore, for evaluating the swarm
inspired data centre self-organizing technique, a data centre with 2000 servers was simulated. Each simulated
server models the characteristics of a real server and is represented as an object having as main attributes
the CPU, memory and hard disk capabilities. The real server used as a model for the simulated server has the
following hardware configuration: CPU - Intel(R) i7 870 2.93GHz, memory - 6GB DDR3 and hard disk - 750GB.
The servers attached agents which implement the data centre self-organizing and consolidation algorithm are
developed using the JADE framework [37].
To test the power saving capabilities of the swarm-inspired technique, a random workload that needs to
be accommodated in the simulated data centre has been generated. The workload consists of groups of virtual
tasks with different requirements, arriving sequentially, during a time interval of one hour. Each virtual task is
described by its request for server resources, as defined in Formula 3.1.
It is assumed that the data centre is managed by OpenNebula, the state of the art middleware for managing
virtualized data centre clouds [33]. OpenNebula uses a server consolidation algorithm based on Fit First
approach [34] (which places the incoming workload on the first server in which it will fit). Two scenarios are
considered for the test case: (1) the workload is accommodated in the simulated data centre by the default
OpenNebula Fit First consolidation algorithm and (2) the proposed self-organizing and consolidating technique
is in charge, replacing the OpenNebula algorithm.
For the first scenario, the Fit First server consolidation algorithm which deploys the new coming tasks on
the first server found that can accommodate it, also overprovisions the computing resources to handle peak
load values. In this case, there will always be servers in the data centre that are powered-on without executing
workload.
In the second scenario, using the proposed data centre self-organizing and consolidating technique, the
number of up and running servers that accommodate the workload tasks is variable. If the size of the workload
increases over the total capacity of the Vleading−cluster , then the intelligent agents collaborate to adjust the
number of servers in the cluster in order to be able to distribute and deploy all of the workload virtual tasks.
If after the task deployment, there are servers in the Vleading−cluster which don’t execute any workload, the
attached agents decide to power off these servers to save energy.
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To assess the energy consumption improvement, a one hour workload that needs to be deployed in the
data centre has been generated. In the evaluation process two aspects are considered for both scenarios when
measuring the energy efficiency of the self-organizing and consolidating technique: (i) computing the Green
Performance Indicator (GPI), DH-UR and (ii) estimating the average power consumption.
4.2. DH-UR Metric Evaluation. The Deployed Hardware Utilization Ratio (DH-UR) [26] is a Green
Performance Indicator which measures the number of IT computing resources (servers) that consume energy
without doing any actual work (see Formula 4.1). In other words, it measures the energy required by the idle
systems, or the amount of wasted energy.
DH − U R =

N umber of Servers Running Applications
N umber of Servers U p and Running

(4.1)

The value of this metric for a green data centre should be close to 1, meaning that the up and running
servers are actually processing tasks. The DH-UR values for the simulated data centre have been calculated
for both consolidation algorithms. Table 4.1 shows the average DH-UR values highlighting the fact that the
proposed swarm-inspired approach improves the utilization of server resources and at the same time optimizes
the energy efficiency. It can be noticed that the Fit First approach keeps servers under-utilized leading to a
lower average value for DH-UR indicator.
Table 4.1
Average DH-UR metric values for the two scenarios

Algorithm

Average DH-UR Value

Swarm-inspired data centre self-organizing and consolidating algorithm
Fit First server consolidation algorithm

0.98
0.73

Figure 4.1 presents the DH-UR value evolution for the two test cases. It can be noticed that when using the
swarm-inspired technique, the DH-UR value is close to 1 for all test period, while for the OpenNebula default
Fit First algorithm it barely jumps over 0.8. The latter value reflects the case of today’s real data centres.

Fig. 4.1. DH-UR Green Indicator for the two test cases

4.3. Power Consumption Evaluation. For power consumption estimation, the same simulated data
centre with 2000 homogenous servers has been used. Each simulated server models the characteristics of a real
server: CPU - Intel(R) i7 870 2.93GHz, memory - 6GB DDR3 and hard disk - 750GB.
To estimate the data centre power efficiency, the instant power consumption of the real server has been
measured using a power meter, in three situations: (i) the server is up and running and does not execute any
tasks (Idle Power Mode), (ii) the server is up and running and executes workload (Working Power Mode) and
(iii) the server is up and running and fully loaded (Full Load Power Mode). The server power consumption was
measured using the ISO-TECH IPM3005 [35] power meter and the obtained results are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2
The data centre server states and their associated instant power consumption

Power Mode

Load Level

Instant Power Consumption

Idle
Working
Full Load

0-10%
10-80%
80-100%

70W
100W
130W

For estimating the whole data centre power demand, the following metric has been defined and used:
P W (DC) =

#IdleServers ∗ P owerIdle+
#W orkingServers ∗ P owerW orking+
#F ullLoadServers ∗ P owerF ullLoad+
P Woverhead
(4.2)

where #IdleServers is the number of data centre servers that are in Idle Power Mode, #W orkingServers
represents the number of servers that are in Working Power Mode, #F ullLoadServers is the number of servers
in Full Load Power Mode, while P Woverhead is the power overhead induced by the algorithms’ management
operations.
P Woverhead is estimated by measuring the instant power consumption of each management action defined
by the swarm inspired technique. The following types of management actions are measured: (1) deploy workload
virtual task on a leading cluster server, (2) migrate a task between two servers from the Vleading−cluster , (3)
hibernate server when completing its workload execution and (4) wake up a server to accommodate incoming
workload.
The measured overhead for each action (together with the software tools used for enforcing the actions) is
listed in Table 4.3. Apart from the OpenNebula middleware, SSH and WakeOnLan software tools are used to
turn off and on the servers. The movement actions between different V-formation clusters are logical actions
and do not consume any extra energy.
Table 4.3
Power consumption overhead of the swarm-inspired technique actions

Action

Involved Tools

Instant Power Consumption

Deploy
Migrate
Turn off Server
Wake up Server

OpenNebula
OpenNebula
SSH
WakeOnLan

10W
20W
100W
100W

The overall power consumption overhead of the swarm-inspired technique is estimated as follows:
P Woverhead = #T asksDeployed ∗ P owerDeploy+
#T asksM igrated ∗ P owerM igrate+
#ServerT urnedOn ∗ P owerW akeU p+
#ServerT urnedOf f ∗ P owerT urnOf f
(4.3)
where #T asksDeployed represents the number of workload tasks that were deployed, #T asksM igrated is the
number of migrated workload tasks, #ServerT urnedOn is the number of servers that were turned on, while
#ServerT urnedOf f represents the number of turned off servers.
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Fig. 4.2. Power consumption evolution for the two test cases

Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the estimated power consumption for the simulated data centre when
accommodating a randomly generated workload with the two consolidation approaches alternatively activated.
When using the proposed swarm-inspired self-organizing and consolidating approach, only the servers that
execute workload (Vleading−cluster and Vwing−f irst−cluster ) are up and running and consuming energy . The
number of Vwing−f irst−cluster idle servers is low and a high number of servers are kept in turned off state in
the Vwing−third−cluster . The higher power demand of the Fit First consolidation algorithm is due to the high
number of idle servers that are not executing tasks while demanding 70 Watts instant power.
The calculated average power demand values for the two tested scenarios are given in Table 4.4. The average
values were computed for 2000 servers in the data centre and for one hour time interval.
Table 4.4
Average power consumption

Algorithm

Average Power Demand

Swarm-inspired data centre self-organizing and consolidating algorithm
Fit First server consolidation algorithm

161 670 W
226 322 W

As a result, an average power saving of around 40% has been estimated for the swarm-inspired approach
compared with the OpenNebula default Fit First consolidation algorithm. Even though this percentage is really
high it should be noted that the data centre IT facility aspect was neglected during simulation. In a real data
centre, the IT facilities usually demand about 60% of the total [28]. This means that the power saving of 40%
of the proposed solution represents about 16% from the total power demand of a data centre.
5. Conclusions. In this paper a swarm-inspired data centre consolidation technique which aims at increasing the data centre computing resources utilization ratio and implicitly its power efficiency is proposed.
The results are promising showing that using the swarm-inspired technique the data centre Deployed Hardware
Utilization Ratio increases with about 34%. The average power saving is around 40% from the power consumed
by the data centre computing resources and about 16% from its total power consumption including the IT
facility.
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